The acknowledgment of and gratitude for favors and gifts received is loved and esteemed in Heaven and on earth.

SAINT IGNATIUS
A YEAR OF RESILIENCY AND DISCOVERY

The pandemic served as a litmus test for our resiliency as a community. The disruption of COVID-19 tested how we respond to uncertainty, challenged us to think creatively and collectively, and revealed our strengths and weaknesses. JVC had to break from familiar patterns and change our circumstances by changing the way we think and act.

Learning and growing from these unprecedented challenges prepares us to embrace the work ahead of us. As we continue to build our strategic plan and advance our JEDI initiatives, we are energized by the candid and constructive conversations that have taken place with our board, staff, donors, FJVs, Jesuit community, and valued JVC partners. This community is united in our passion and commitment to shape a hopeful future.

RENEWAL FOR THE FUTURE

Building on what we have heard and learned, our focus in fiscal year 2022/23 will include:

• REINVIGORATING OUR IGNATIAN IDENTITY, LIVING OUR CHARISM IN SOLIDARITY, SERVICE, KINSHIP, AND ACCOMPANIMENT.
• RE-ENVISIONING JVC’S FUTURE IN THESE EVER-CHANGING TIMES VIA OUR JEDI WORK; OPENING OUR MINDS AND HEARTS TO ENSURE EQUITABLE AND INCLUSIVE ACCOMPANIMENT.
• REVITALIZING JVC WITH NEW BOARD MEMBERS, FUTURE JV COHORTS AND BUILDING THE CAPACITY OF JVC SO THAT STAFF CAN BRING THEIR BEST SELVES TO OUR WORK AND MISSION.

We are excited to create new patterns for JVC and are grateful to have you join the journey.

Joan Hogan Gillman
Chairperson

Tom Chabolla
President

DEAR FRIENDS OF JVC,

This powerful verse from St. Paul moves us to reflect on our future. We hear from current and former volunteers that the JV experience continues to transform those who serve from the inside out through a renewal of both minds and hearts. JVs may join JVC because of a call to service, or because of their commitment to social justice or the desire to live in an intentional community. JVs bring their own experience of spirituality to JVC and are guided throughout the year by the tools and practice of Ignatian Spirituality to develop a deeper understanding of their spirituality during their program year. JVs and FJVs speak of being transformed as they open themselves to our core values: spirituality, simple living, community, and social justice.

JVC is an organization comprised of a dedicated staff, board, community of FJVs, donors, and supporters committed to St. Ignatius’ challenge to “go forth and set the world on fire.” The patterns of this world leave too many underserved, too many injustices and too few with the capacity to lead change. JVC’s work is far from done and we invite you to join us as we RENEW our mission.

This year’s theme is renewal, and we are especially renewed in gratitude. You have been an essential part of our journey and you responded with time to break bread with our volunteers or support of our communities. You responded with gifts to our annual campaigns, funding for our Justice, Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion (JEDI) work and our strategic planning process. Thank you for all the ways you share your support. We could not be moving forward without your generosity and accompaniment.

This annual report offers stories which highlight our past year’s journey and JVC’s path to a renewed future.

Do not conform to the pattern of this world, but be transformed by the renewal of your mind.

ROMANS 12:2
We are grateful for this year’s board members who continue to offer thoughtful guidance through JVC’s strategic planning process. Together they navigate challenging decisions and carefully think through potential for growth and expansion. The combination of former program directors, parents of JVs, Jesuits, former JVs, and those with Jesuit connections makes up a board of compassionate leaders focused on creating a stronger JVC. This year, we welcome four new board members who will work to continue building a JVC for the future:

**CHRIS GREEN (PHOENIX 1995-96)**

Chris joined Bain Capital in 2018, where he is a Managing Director and the General Counsel. Beginning his career at Ropes & Gray LLP in 1999 and eventually making partner; Chris led several of the firm’s practices, including Global Litigation and Enforcement Practice for Private Equity and Alternative Asset Management; Securities Litigation; and Securities Enforcement practice.

Chris received a JD from the Georgetown University Law Center, with High Distinction, and was a Jesuit Scholar and Georgetown Law Fellow. He received a BA, magna cum laude, in philosophy from the College of the Holy Cross.

**TONY HARRIS**

Tony brings 28 years of experience in education to his role as Principal at Cristo Rey Atlanta Jesuit High School. Previously, he served as Assistant Principal at Saint Ignatius College Prep in Chicago, and spent 18 years as a classroom educator and coach. Tony has experience working with admissions, college counseling, student activities, athletics, summer programs, diversity programs, and retreat programs.

Tony holds a BS in economics from Vanderbilt University, a MEd in secondary education from Peabody College of Vanderbilt University, a MA in English from the University of Kansas, and a MA in educational leadership from the University of Notre Dame.

**MARCIA LEE TAYLOR (BALTIMORE 1992-94)**

At the Partnership to End Addiction, Marcia oversees the organization’s relationships with government agencies, elected officials and key stakeholder groups, as well as all fundraising and development efforts. Previously, she served as President and CEO at Partnership for Drug-Free Kids; Senior Advisor for Drug Policy and Research for the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Crime and Drugs; and Democratic Staff Director of the Senate Caucus on International Narcotics Control, working for then-Senator Joe Biden.

Marcia is a graduate of the College of the Holy Cross and holds a MA in public policy from Georgetown University.

**MARISA HERNÁNDEZ-STERN (ATLANTA 2005-06)**

Marisa is a Deputy Attorney General in the California Department of Justice’s Worker Rights and Fair Labor Bureau, Civil Rights Enforcement Section. She graduated from Brown University and the UCLA School of Law with concentrations in critical race studies, and public interest law and policy.

She serves as Chair and President-Elect of the Mexican American Bar Association’s Federal Judicial Externship and Scholarship Program; co-chair of the Brown University Latino Alumni Council (Los Angeles chapter); and is a member of the Brown University Alumni Association Board of Governors, the Latina Lawyers Bar Association, and the Pacific Council on International Policy.

**JVC MISSION**

Aspiring to create a more just and hopeful world, the Jesuit Volunteer Corps engages passionate young people in vital service within poor communities, fostering the growth of leaders committed to faith in action.
To me, renewal is about **coming alive again**. When it feels like the gas tank of my spirit is on empty, I turn my attention towards the things that remind me why this wild and crazy life is such a gift. Chalk on the sidewalk, my grandmother’s ‘good morning,’ the barista that remembered my name; these are the moments that ground me, and the moments that renew my spirit.

NICOLE ANTONACCI, ADMISSIONS COORDINATOR

The season of Lent shows me that renewal is a process involving both **conscious effort** and **openness to grace**. Renewal requires intentional, steady commitment to what may emerge as new, surprising, and necessary. This Lent I am asking: What within me do I need to uproot, change, or shift so that I might receive the joy and promise of resurrection anew come Easter? How might God be inviting me to become a deeper participant of hope and practitioner of renewal?

KATIE DORNER, AREA MANAGER—CENTRAL

StafF Members

We are grateful for the staff who works hard to support our current JVs, FJVs, and the future of our greater JVC community. Their commitment to our mission is just as crucial as the commitment our JVs make to community, spirituality, simple living, and social justice every year. It’s with faith and a greater purpose that each staff member continues to build capacity to move us through transformative, relational, and structural change.

as of March 2022

**LEADERSHIP**

Tom Chabolla, President  
Karen Griffin, Director of Development  
Dr. Shana Jones, Director of Justice, Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion  
Rob Roa, Director of Recruitment and FJV Engagement*  
Anissa Rose, Director of Human Resources*  
Laura Strubeck*, Director of Programs  
Shivany Trujillo, Director of Admissions*  
Monica Velazquez, Senior Manager of Strategic Communications  
Brian Vallimont*, Director of Finance and Administration

**STAFF**

Nicole Antonacci*, Admissions Coordinator  
Chris Barger, Admissions Manager*  
Kevin Beebe, Annual Fund and Donor Relations Specialist  
Benjamin DeGarmo, Area Manager—Central  
Pamela Donohue, Program Operations Coordinator  
Katie Dornern*, Area Manager—Central  
Bianna Giarratano, Staff Accountant/Bookkeeper  
Gabby Gobiel*, Area Manager—East  
Alec Hartman*, Area Manager—West  
Anna Hermann*, Recruitment Manager*  
Ashley Ledett*, Area Manager—Central  
Maggie Odige, Finance Associate  
William Poling, Area Manager—East  
Courtney Romans*, Recruiter  
Demicca Ross, Development Associate  
Brooke Silvas, Regional Coordinator  
Wendell Smith, Senior Accountant  
Patrick Washington*, Area Manager—West  
Carter White*, FJV Engagement Manager*

JVC congratulates all staff members who were recently promoted within their departments. An asterisk indicates that the respective staff member was promoted to their new role.
STRATEGIC PLAN: WHERE WE ARE

As part of the Research and Discovery phase of JVC’s strategic planning process, our consulting firm, Fioravanti, Secoya Strategies, Maith, conducted a series of interviews, focus groups, and an online survey to gather feedback from a wide set of JVC constituents. Our sincere thanks to all who participated! We appreciate your investment of time, your honesty, and thoughtful responses, and are grateful to have our community of supporters accompany us on this journey and share in our hope for the future.

WHO PARTICIPATED...

Total Cohort
- Over 800 participants

Constituent Groups
- JVC employees
- Current board members
- Former board members
- Current JVs
- Former JVs
- Jesuits/Provincials
- Donors
- Agency partners
- Campus partners
- Parents of JVs

Methods of Outreach
- Focus groups
- One-on-one interviews
- Online survey

WHAT YOU TOLD US...

JVC’s embrace of Jesuit values and perspective on service and justice sets it apart from different programs. The Ignatian spirit ‘makes room’ for different backgrounds and embraces of faith, and fosters a strong sense of inclusivity.
— FORMER JV

Having any sort of strategic plan means that JVC is finally walking towards a vision and it isn’t ambiguously and ambitiously setting unrealistic expectations on its staff; the JEDI work will help to map out what is possible.
— DONOR

I want JVC to develop a strategic plan that will foster pro activity rather than reactivity, to develop better screening tools in the application phase, and to have a better incident/crisis response protocol for each JV community.
— JESUIT/PROVINCIAL

WHAT WE’LL ASK OURSELVES...

The key themes that emerged from the Research and Discovery report led to the creation of the following five questions, which will guide further meetings, retreats, and discussions into the next and final phase of the strategic plan:

WHAT WILL JVC LOOK LIKE IN THE FUTURE?
WHAT IS JVC’S VALUE PROPOSITION?
HOW WILL JVC LIFT ALL VOICES, PERSPECTIVES, AND EXPERIENCES?
WHAT DO WE WANT THE JV AND FJV EXPERIENCE TO BE LIKE?
WHO IS JVC?

We can only build the future by standing together, including everyone.

POPE FRANCIS
OPENING HEARTS & MINDS: AN UPDATE ON JEDI

As JVC continues its journey towards becoming an anti-racist organization, we continue to work on the alignment of minds and hearts. In doing so, we will engage in training and development as individuals and as an organization, focusing on mental models (implicit change) to (1) understand this work more fully and develop a shared language and (2) understand our roles in this work, where we are, and how we can build capacity to navigate cultural differences and affect explicit structural change.

This year, as we continue working to build capacity, we listen to the voices of our constituents, and we respond:

A former JV observed, “There is some low-hanging fruit in the DEI space right now that is important; but the true and necessary DEI work will be difficult and challenging. Please have the courage to go beyond the obvious and do that necessary work.”

Even the low-hanging fruit has presented its challenges, which we have turned into opportunities to call people in, to listen, and to learn together, pushing us to have courageous dialogue on race, racism, and a white supremacy culture that we all are swimming in. Building capacity to see the water is supporting our ability to acknowledge, define, and do the necessary work together.

A parent of a JV commented, “I am overjoyed to see JVC’s extensive work on anti-racism. Young people are so open to this. They will help to change our future.”

The youth are our future, and we must provide them with the tools and resources needed to address the root causes of injustice. To help our JVs in this work, JVC will extend the administering of Intercultural Development Inventory to incoming JVs, providing them with Intercultural Development Plans to support their journeys towards creating a more just and hopeful world.

Dr. Shana Jones, the Director of Justice, Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion at JVC, adds:

“We are embarking on this journey at a pace aligned with where JVC is, and learning of the structural changes that will need to be prioritized to move this work forward. The caterpillar becoming a butterfly encapsulates the transformation process. JVC’s egg is hatching, but the butterfly has yet to emerge. We continue to eat during this stage, learn and grow together, turning the lens inward and holding ourselves accountable to the self-work required to embed JEDI organically. This work cannot be done in isolation, and I am grateful for what we have accomplished in a short time, and for the support of JVC constituents who continue to journey with us in pieces, not because they must, but because of their own values and commitment to racial justice.”

LEARN MORE ABOUT HOW JVC IS OPENING HEARTS & MINDS:
TINYURL.COM/JVC-JEDI
Program expenses include all the direct and indirect costs associated with support for the Jesuit Volunteers, including: Housing and Utilities; Commuting and Auto Expense; Stipends; Food and Supplies; Healthcare Insurance; Travel; Contingency Reserves; JVC Formation Program, including five retreats and professional development; and Recruitment, Screening and Placement of Jesuit Volunteers in their placement cities.
We are inviting you to invest yourself through the resources that God has given you — your energy, your prayers and your money — in this work to which God has called us.

HENRI NOWEN
**Domestic Locations**

1. Albuquerque, NM: Casa Carlo Carretto
2. Atlanta, GA: Sojourner Truth House
3. Austin, TX: Casa Pier Giorgio Frassati
4. Baltimore, MD: Clare Furay House
5. Berkeley/Oakland, CA: Casa Thea Bowman
7. Camden, NJ: Lillian Santiago House
8. Chicago, IL: Cardinal Bernardin House
9. Cleveland, OH: Merriman House
10. Detroit, MI: Solanus Casey House + Rosa Parks House
11. Houston, TX: Casa Rutilio Grande
12. Kansas City, MO: Lazarus House
13. Los Angeles, CA: Casa Dorothy Kazel + Casa Ita Ford
14. Milwaukee, WI: Brother Booker Ashe House
15. Nashville, TN: Bishop Joseph Durick House
17. New York City (Harlem), NY: Ella Baker House + Shirley Chisholm House
18. Newark, NJ: Oscar Romero House
20. Phoenix, AZ: Casa Bartolome de las Casas
21. Sacramento, CA: Casa Ignatius of Loyola
22. San Antonio, TX: Casa Guadalupe
23. San Diego, CA: Casa Celina Ramos
25. San Jose/Santa Clara, CA: Casa Pedro Arrupe, SJ
26. Scranton, PA: Guadalupe House
27. Syracuse, NY: Berrigan House
28. Tucson, AZ: Casa Ignacio Ellacuria
29. Twin Cities, MN: Jack Morris House
30. Washington DC: Ramos House
We are particularly grateful for all the agencies that work with our JVs and local communities across the nation. Their dedication to service and social justice inspires hope and resilience to JVs, giving them a space to accompany historically oppressed populations while also growing in social, cultural, and spiritual development.

We especially highlight those organizations who have been strong partners with JVC for more than 20 years:

**CHILDREN AND YOUTH SERVICES**
- Casserly House, Boston ★ 25 Y
- Respite Care of San Antonio ★ 42 Y

**EMPLOYMENT**
- Catholic Charities, Phoenix ★ 24 Y
- Civicorps Schools, Oakland ★ 28 Y

**HOUSING AND SOCIAL SERVICES**
- St. Mary’s Center, Oakland ★ 22 Y
- UNITED Community Housing Coalition, Detroit ★ 23 Y
- Part of the Solution (POTS), New York ★ 35 Y
- Catholic Charities, Phoenix ★ 24 Y
- Our Lady of Guadalupe Parish, San Antonio ★ 42 Y
- South Bay Community Services, San Diego ★ 31 Y

**WOMEN’S ADVOCACY**
- Women’s Lunch Place, Boston ★ 25 Y

**COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT**
- Urban Neighborhood Initiative, Detroit ★ 23 Y
- Sacred Heart Community Service, San Jose ★ 22 Y

**FOOD AND HUNGER**
- Samaritan Center, Syracuse ★ 25 Y

**PASTORAL MINISTRY**
- Dolores Mission Parish, Los Angeles ★ 34 Y

**EDUCATION**
- Dolores Mission School, Los Angeles ★ 34 Y
- Notre Dame Middle School, Milwaukee ★ 25 Y
- Link Community School, Newark ★ 31 Y
- St. Matthew’s School, Phoenix ★ 22 Y
- St. HOPE Public Schools, Sacramento ★ 28 Y
- Civicorps Schools, Oakland ★ 28 Y

**HEALTHCARE SERVICES**
- Native American Health Center, Oakland ★ 33 Y
- Joseph’s House, Washington DC ★ 22 Y

**REFUGEE AND IMMIGRATION SERVICES**
- Catholic Charities, Atlanta ★ 22 Y
- Catholic Charities, Houston ★ 32 Y
- Nationalities Service Center, Philadelphia ★ 21 Y
For a number of current and incoming JVs, taking on this year of service means participating in an experience that has been passed down by generations before them. Families like the Fantozzis and Hulsemans understand that while each of their individual placements, locations, and years might be different, they all hold the complexities of what it means to be a Jesuit Volunteer. We want to celebrate these two families—and all JVC families—for continuing to pass on the JVC tradition and advocating for the transformational experience they get to share with one another.

**HOW YOU DISCOVERED JVC...**

**Susana:** I went to Holy Cross for college and heard about the Jesuit Volunteer Corps from other students who did the program. **Martin:** I also heard about JVC from an upperclassman while I was at Holy Cross.

**AN EXPERIENCE YOU SHARE WITH YOUR PARENTS...**

**Maria:** The first things that come to mind for me are the friendships and mutual support that I built with my Casa Bart community mates, as well as with other people in Phoenix, particularly my coworkers at my placement. I had always heard from my parents just how meaningful it was for them to build those relationships during their years in JVC, and I was thankful that I had a similar experience. **Peter:** Similar to Maria, I really felt that I developed a lifelong community with my JVC house. Looking at my parents’ experiences, I can see how those relationships last way beyond the one JVC year and remain important for a long time. **Anna:** I feel like I share the bond of being an East Coast JV and the unique relationship between the communities that exists. I can relate to their feelings of being challenged by my JVC experience but ultimately growing and learning from it.

**ON HAVING A JVC FAMILY LEGACY...**

**Maria:** It’s been meaningful to have shared experiences and values among all of us, and I think we all can appreciate and understand each other’s experiences despite differences in geography and years. Also, Peter, myself, and another FJV friend of ours met the Boston JV’s this past fall and found a picture of our mom and her community mates hanging on the wall of the Boston house’s living room, which was pretty funny and exciting for us all.

**WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO DO JVC?**

**Peter:** I chose to do JVC because I wanted to dedicate myself to something bigger than myself, and I was also hoping to stretch my comfort zone.

**HOW YOU WILL CARRY ON YOUR FAMILY’S LEGACY OF JVC?**

**Anna:** For me, having a JVC family legacy and carrying it on means that the JVC values and practices don’t end after just one year of service. The lessons and growth that occur during your year are carried with you and incorporated into how you live.
YOUR FIRST MEMORY OF YOUR PARENTS TELLING YOU ABOUT JVC...
Anna: When they talked about how they met. They met during their JVC service year in Troy, New York, where they were community-mates.

AN EXPERIENCE YOU SHARE WITH YOUR PARENTS...
Anna: I feel like we share the experience of knowing what it is like to live in community. They understand the challenges, occasional chaos, and support that is required to live in community while also living in accordance with the mission of JVC.

WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO DO JVC?
Anna: I wanted to get more experience in the mental health field and have the opportunity to live in a community in a new city. I was really excited about my placement in Portland, Maine and am so grateful for the time I had with my community there. I learned a lot through my placement, but also through the experiences and positions of my community-mates.
Clare: I heard about my family members’ experiences and wanted to immerse myself in a new community, and have a role in helping populations experiencing injustices.

WHAT IMPACTED YOU DURING YOUR YEAR OF SERVICE?
Joe: I had the experience of being able to advocate in court for individuals who had been denied state or federal benefits. For me, it was just putting case notes together and standing up in front of a judge and explaining the situation. I didn’t think it was all that challenging, but for the individuals, it was an incomprehensible maze of bureaucracy. My favorite was winning a federal social security disability case and getting 10 years of back benefits to a woman that had been living on the streets.

HOW YOU DISCOVERED JVC...
Fran: I was introduced to JVC at Holy Cross, where JVC was talked up and normalized as a typical post-grad plan. Doing JVC was on par with getting a job or going to grad school.
Joe: I went to Holy Cross, where JVC was heavily promoted. Also, my brother had been a JV in Philly and then served on staff at the JVC East office, so I was well aware of the program.

WHAT DREW YOU TO DOING A YEAR OF SERVICE?
Fran: JVC was an attractive opportunity to figure out my next step. The placement options were interesting and opened my eyes to careers I didn’t know existed.
Joe: Volunteerism was a big part of my Jesuit high school and college experience. I seemed to be involved in one volunteer activity or another through the Jesuits.

DID YOU ENCOURAGE YOUR CHILDREN TO DO JVC?
Fran: My daughters attended Jesuit colleges and participated in service experiences while in college. Their interest in JVC did not surprise me. The reasons that drew me to JVC apply to them as well: it’s one year of life that offers gifts of a broader world view, clarified values, and insight into one’s calling, in return for a commitment to effecting positive change in a world that desperately needs it.
Joe: I encouraged my kids to consider JVC as a chance to give back something before heading off on their career path. I also had such a powerful and eye-opening experience working as a JV Crisis Counselor (which has stayed with me through my business career) and I wanted, or hoped, that my kids would have a similar experience.

ON HAVING A JVC FAMILY LEGACY...
Anna: Having a JVC family legacy means that my family understands the importance of promoting and prioritizing social justice in our personal and professional lives.
Clare: A JVC family legacy means focusing on service to others in all things, and it means to view work and a career as a way to give back to others.
IN MEMORIUM

Many in our community make gifts in memory of their loved ones each year. As we remember those FJVs who have passed before us, we feature a dear friend of JVC—Bob Harper (Alaska 1972-73)—whose journaled recollections often touched on his JV year, such as an entry he made in August 2021, which his family has allowed us to share:

I remember climbing aboard the twin-engine Otter in the spring of 1973 to leave St. Mary’s Mission School in Alaska. My year in the Jesuit Volunteer Corps had so quickly come to an end. But I was not sad to leave; rather, I felt exhilarated. I had learned so much, lived so much, including those four JVC core values. First, I had placed myself in the middle of the lives and culture of the native people of remote Alaska and had stood in kinship with them. Then, the simple living I experienced that year taught me that I could be happy with less. Living in community with other volunteers had introduced me to many extraordinary people. And my relationship with God had changed too. It was deeper and more intimate.

The people and experiences of that JVC year did change me. The simple act of saying yes to the experience in the first place altered the course of my life. For the rest of my days I would reflect on it, talk about it, be asked to explain it. And every time that happens, I am changed a little more.

But I’ve made lots of choices since then, and like the JVC, each of them has changed me. I married a wonderful woman whose passion for social justice changes me almost every day. We have raised three great kids whose choices in life delight and confound me. I had a successful career and every day grew from the tough choices and decisions I had to make. Throughout my life there has been struggle that required patience, dedication and perseverance. I’ve come to realize that all the important transformations in life involve a long, slow process of change, a process of discovery that never really ends.

That JVC year exposed me to many wonderful people and experiences, but it also exposed something that was already in me, that has always been in me. St. Paul referred to it when he said: “I live now not my own life but the life of Christ who lives in me.” You see, I think the trick for me is to realize that my life is not about my choices and decisions of my successes and failures alone. My life is not just about me. It is understanding Paul when he says again: “You are hidden with Christ in God, and he is your life.”

And that is the real discovery for me, the transformation, the real exhilaration that never really ends.
Did you know that you could easily double your donation by checking with your employer to see if they have a corporate matching program? Sixty-five percent of Fortune 500 companies offer corporate matching programs, and $4 to 7 billion in potential corporate matching gift revenue goes unclaimed. Check with your HR department and double that donation.

Some of our current corporate donors with matching gift programs include:

- ABELL FOUNDATION
- DISNEY
- GATES FOUNDATION
- GOLDMAN SACHS & COMPANY
- HERSHEY TRUST
- MICROSOFT
- MORGAN STANLEY
- STATE STREET FOUNDATION
- WALTON CORPORATION

Community is one of the pillars of JVC and you, our community of donors, are loyal and diverse. Through the Send Me to Serve campaign, incoming JVs share their JVC journey with their family and friends and invite them to join that journey with a donation to support their dream. Those gifts are always special and the notes that accompany the gifts are inspiring and heartwarming. Many of you have been giving to JVC for decades. You are parents of former JVs, friends of the Society of Jesus, members of Jesuit communities and the Provincials, campus ministry team, and funding partners from the foundation and corporate world of philanthropy.

Thank you!
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Rosemary and George Pfeundescht§
Philip and Kathleen DiPasquale†
Susan Eggers and
Robert Goldman†
John Graykowski and Mary Kelley
Tristan Huie†

† Matching Gift Program
‡ Ameriprise Financial Employee
§ Public Sector Matching Gifts
§§ Public Sector Widespan Matching Gifts
§§§ Public Sector Matching Gifts

RY 2020/21
$50,000 OR MORE
Christopher Butler
Jesuit Conference of Canada and US

$25,000 – $49,999
Raskob Foundation for Catholic Activities
Carrie Estelle Doheny Foundation
John and Mary Ann Hurley
USA Midwest Province of the Society of Jesus, Inc.
The Marion I. & Henry J. Knott Foundation
Anthony Dutzik  
Elise Henricks and Brian and Susan Henebry  
Mariela Moreno-Guiton  
Rachel Nosowsky  
Theresa Lyman  
Greg and Rosa Garrity  
John and Colleen Cooney  
Microsoft Matching Gift Program  
Tracy Bagley Lewis and John Lewis  
Anthony Baker  
Bridge Berger  
Maryann Bozich-DiLuigi and Ralph Dilui+  
Catherine Carroll  
Stephen Carroll and Maria Van Burenn  
Katherine Carton  
Elizabeth Cinquino  
Robert and Kathryn Coleman  
Victoria Cinnamin and David Mykta+  
Thomas and Mary Croft  
Tim and Karen Crowe  
Sharon Cummings and Cliff Cockerham  
Michael and Shannon Dallahan  
Kathleen and William Doyle McGraw  
Rosemary Duffey and Carmen Ezzo  
Mary Fahy and Royal Gardner  
Greg and Rosa Garrity  
Theresa Lyman  
Jenny Girard and Jeffrey Malley  
James Govert and Rachel Nosowsky  
Mark Anthony Guiton and Mariela Moreno-Guiton  
Brian and Susan Henery  
Elise Henricks and Anthony Dutzik  
Patti Hoppin  
Christopher and Barbara Hoppin Janelle and Paul Reusch  
Marcia and Jeffrey Taylor  
Robert and Dana Luther  
Mollie and James Flahaven  
Janelle and Gerald Cooney  
John Miller and Nicolette Miller  
Patrick and Ann Monahan  
Karen Nemsick  
Susan and Robert Marley  
John and Mary Pizga  
Tom Pilewski and Lisa Farabaugh  
Amy Postel and Bernard Koontz  
Rita K. Prevoznik  
Steven Noga and Carla Lewandowski  
Doug Schenkberg  
Nancy Small and Carl Baniszewski  
Sarah Smith and Richard Fleming  
Richard and Cynthia Spicuzza  
Alice Walsh  
William and Barbara Weber  
Katherine and Kevin Dunn  
Jenny Dennes and Wilsan Joiner  
Kara and Eric Woodworth  
Richard and Margaret Leventhal  
Ted Penton, SJ  
Philip and Kathleen Perzanowski  
John and Jeannie Yaecker  
Sarah and Joseph Reisinger  
John and Eileen Welsh  
Victor and Dorris Chiararella  
Nicholas and Patricia Havel  
Christopher Bielicki  
Frial Shayota  
David Stuhr  
Erin Patton  
Candice Harris and Patrick Mundy+  
Joseph and Megan Mckellar  
Eileen and Charles Tydacka  
Kathleen and Derek LaRochelle  
Kathleen Hamel  
Patricia McGivern  
Edward and Therese Burns  
Lindsey Day  
Laura Strubeck  
Joseph and Catherine Torma  
Jason Oko  
David de Barros  
Aimee George  
Joe Landergan  
Tricia and Dan Farley-Bouvier  
Anne Gillespie  
Tim Greiner and Amy Balm  
Mrs. Thomas Knight Jr.  
Lynn Mertz  
Brendan Murphy  
Timothy O’Connor and Margaret Rafferty  
Jo Ann Scott  
Steven Argyris and Kathleen Cody  
Christopher Goodwin  
Richard and Joanne Farrell  
Carol and Mark Loomis  
Kelly Rigby  
Annemarie and Todd Chairs  
Alexander Watson  
Robert Devereaux  
Patrick and Susan Keefe  
Joseph Olah  
Kevin and Jane Belford  
Theresa and Greg Beatty  
Bryan and Myrna Borders  
Nancy and Martin Robb  
David and Teresa Boldt  
Eugene and Maura Connors  
Sara and Kevin Leet  
Patricia McHale  
Barbara Best  
Kris Gill  
Sarah and Brent Cunningham  
Michael and Margaret Rudmann  
Joan Conley  
Jennifer Ben and James Van Bogart  
Barbary Kelley  
Patrick and Christine Padon  
Shireen and Steven Sims  
Brigid and Devanij O’Souza  
Richard and Diane Harr  
Ryan and Valerie Macy-Hurley  
Curt and Chris Braunwart  
Anthony and Patrice Tijhe  
Hannah and Dan Dwyer  
Anne Flosi  
Fred and Sarah Flosi  
Jessica and David Buckley  
Michael and Linda Coney  
Eileen and Gary Bernice  
Cassandra and Nate Williams  
Bridget Ahern  
Thomas and Robin Barrett  
Barbara Brennan  
John Concannon  
Pattie and Terrence Connors  
Guay  
Michael and Patricia O’Donnell  
Mary and Norbert Ellman  
Vandalia Goode  
Sarah Green  
Catherine Huston and Jerry Hurtubise  
William and Monika Ince  
Kevaj and Christine Kmiec  
Michael and Anne Kre匹  
Eileen and Richard Johns  
Jeanine and Stuart Cummings  
Joseph and Anne Kepp  
Danjng Huang  
Paul McAndrew  
Michael McGuire  
Paula McNamara  
Daniel Mulville  
Janice Dwyer  
Charles Postvaile  
Denise and Timothy O’Connor  
Judith C. Russell  
Martha Schmitz  
David Scholl and Ellen Stryker  
Eric Stanton  
Geraldine and Thomas Sullivan  
Michele and Russell Turk  
Katherine Wadas-Thalen  
and Mark Thalen  
Tatem  
Harbour and Mary Winn  
Paul and Carole Wisner  
Costantino Yannoni  
John and Monica DeVivo  
Brooks and Patricia Mostue  
Matt Barmore and Nancy Hanson  
Laura Catherine Carrathers-Green  
Eileen Ericson  
Margaret Laurence  
Patricia Ryan and John Riley  
Lucy McCalpin  
Denise and Denise Dunlap  
Linda Convey  
Deidre Kiefer  
Malory Naahe  
Chuck and Sherry Ayala  
Eileen and John Laffey  
Eric and Beth Moline  
Marybeth Kearns-Barrett and Chris Barrett  
Timothy Gaetz  
Amy Garcia and Omar Sanchez  
John Cogan  
Paul and Mary Roche  
Kevin and Julie Granville  
Suzanne Barry  
Eileen Kelly Keefe and Daniel Keefe  
Ronald and Carol Rumsinki  
Constance and Carl Pomplon  
Robert and Constance O’Hara  
John and Josephine Pennacchia  
Catherine and David Heppell  
Mary Bray  
Mary Bruemmer  
Su Bang Choe  
Leo and Irene Hill  
Catherine Ring  
Ray and Carolyn Cutuli  
John and Jacqueline Holland  
Floyd Joseph Bonino  
Michael and Catherine  
Shortsleeve  
Dale Kaser  
Ryan Majask  
Edmund Tremblay  
Drew and Georgette Bauman  
Ricardo Rodriguez  
Dorothy Tavares  
Ann Tsubota  
Richard Wilson  
Dennis Carroll  
Gail Coppinger-Hilton  
Frances Cleary  
John Dolan  
Tricia Leavy  
Paul and Katherine Staufacher  
Lawrence and Michele McAlee  
John and Margaret Johnson  
William and Anne Cowles  
James and Wendy Gill  
Lai Sam  
John Servis and Moira O’Connor-Servis  
Trevor Romans and Michelle Baron-Romans  
Bill and Annemarie Scobey-Polacheck  
Thomas Colicino  
Siobhan Plummer  
Denise Duarte  
Maureen Leddy  
Brian Martindale  
Elizabeth Davis  
Maureen Heffern Ponicki  
Una Murphy  
Paula and Hilary Beatrez  
Reid Koester  
Tiffany and Kyle Green  
Shaun Bell  
Jessica Washek  
Ian Salzman  
Tricia Budd  
Anthony Martinez  
Steven Goldfarb  
Greg Osborne  
Katy Salzman  
Gabie Maccollenn  
Mark Rosenberg
Michael McBreen
Francis Pullmer
Mary McNulty
Jeff and Kara O’Donnell
Bridge Gallagher
Liana Plumpston
Jay and Eileen Ludy
Timothy Schaefer
Pamela J. Schaefer
Cameron Green
Christopher Grinnell
Kae Lance
Cindy Frey
Tracy Tophen
Mark Cohen
Theresa Cook
Katherine Mainzer
Victoria Gallichio
Elizabeth Gagnon
Mike Kraine
Sylvia Villa
Jeannie Ngo
Albert Peterson
Emma Sexton
Heather Church
Lori Quinion
Elizabeth Simon-Wochinski
Paul and Kelly Ann Simon
Paul and Susan Knoll
Teresa Chang
Francesco Campese
Patrick and Lesley Mahoney
Alycia Crane
Jeff Palmer
Cecy Fazio
John and Mary Sullivan
Joey Bagadonuts
Patrick Cox
Beth Schaper
Jeff Hartman
Joseph Pham
Diana and Luke Sullivan
Critt and Christian Sullivan
Martha McCarthy
Sabrina LaBarbera
Peter Sullivan
Rachel Arndt
Steven Wall
Lori Richardson
Carl Price
Lynn and Jeff Rudin
Kim O’Meara
Paul and Kathleen Okeefe
Christine Contiliano
Mary D Poljak
John DiBenedetto
John Hawke
Edward Kelly
Jon Lien
Luca Ponticello
Andrew McClenny
Thomas Livaccari
Carolyn Sullivan
Jacelyn Moore
Mary Sexton
Christy Hammill
Teddy Sullivan
Liz and Dave Samples
Dave and Carol Trombley
Lam Stotelmyer
Tim O’Malley
Gay Ann Masolo
Kathy Sonntag
Joseph Holler
Marie Catalfamo
Barbara Stephan
Bobby Fagan
Kristie McKay
Jane O’Keefe
Tricia McMillin
John Kelly
Alec Kenny
Joe and Karen Behles
Avi and John Huelskamp
Janet Ruggero
Nancy Lafferty
Nicole Elguicze
Lisa McCarthy
Tyler Campion
Luke Huelskamp
Edna Dan Hirzel
Karen O’Neil
Bryan Doo
Maureen Mulhail
Harriet Curd
Patricia O’Brien
Faith Bade
Maura Aiken
Luke Lavin
Erin McAffee
Mary Harman
John Hartman
Oscar Torres
Dan Deedy
Kenneth Wise
Maria Serra
Matthew Bolton
Becky Phelan
Dyane Townley
Treva Tyson
Nadine White
Jennifer and Ramon Diaz-Arrastia
Medtronic
Chris Franklin
Tommy Thompson
Ryan Thompson
Lisa Hirsch
The Diane and James Sarther Family
Karen Short
Kimberly Dean
Kimberly Brenneke
Robert Aigner
Sony Pictures Entertainment
Goran and Britta Eriksson
Pamela Meier Tingley
Mary Hurlbutt
Jose Mejia
Mike Celli
Nancy and Larry Schooley
Susannah Baxendale
Jim Clark
Nelda Clark
Sheila Sieving
Robert Bessert
Joan Duffett
Val and Sol Martinez
Nora Fitzpatrick
Tim Miller
Manny Munson-Regala
Katie Reeder
Salesforce
Aimee Westcott
Sarah Fitzsimons
Margaret Marcy
John Dube
Annette Davis
Kath Lyle
Sherry and Scott Baker
Carol Baker
Alex Lopez
Monica Virgen
Loran Meccia
Leonard Scarola
Mary Therese Meccia
Aimee Meccia
Kathleen Parker
Danielle Curran
Cathleen Dettling
Virginia Martin
Mary Braun
Alessandra Rose
Annemarie Porcella
Edward Martin
Bill Loftus
Joan Fradella
Amy Gilligan
Tony Mills
Patrick Agostino
Jordan Malcom
Alfredo Palacio
Elisabeth Spencer
Katie Cleary
Leslie and Shawn Berry
David Simicks
Allison Schuette
Jennifer Viertlbeck
Angela Isola
Moli Ulmer
Jennifer Marsh
Rebecca Jones
Kent Campbell
Carol Hudson
Mary Pat Nesbit
Timothy Keator
Lawrence McCormick
Twila Schock
Eileen Rockwal
Ellie Ryan
Dan Leavell
Diana Sibert
Tracey Maltby
Annemarie McLaughlin
Patricia Murphy-Burke
Pam Dundos
Todd and Karen Chelling
Carol Fuchs
Sara Mast
Matt Hammer
Michael Leavy
Kerry Dineen
Margaret Bauman
Sandy Klett
Laura Tenisci
Donna Lech
Nancy Adams
Jim Lyon
Molly Newberry
Donna McGinnis
Kim and Tom Dean
Kellie Rhodes
Mike Nothaft
Andrew Reese
Kristen Alltucker
James Wheeler
Barbara Marshall
Kim Castagnero
Jillian Cox
Kathy Gervascio
Gail Majors
Kathleen Pirol
Lucy Jones
Kathleen Damhorst
Nancy Brennan Jordan
James and Jeannine Lajeunesse
Theresa and Frank Lipo
Kathleen and Christopher Ritten
Patricia McCoy
Jerry Lionetti
Liza Edwards-Levin
Melissa Maestas
Susan Leighton
Steve and Janice Pierce
Sarah Granger
Terry Hetzler
Donna Kendall
Steve Mast
Sheridan Wardan
Donna Lowe
Pawl French
Brian Bernier
Shari Plantz-Masters
Susan Kempton
Joanne Bernier
David Reidinger
Jennifer Fusiliero
Christopher McErlane
Deacon Ruben Solorio
David Mason
Angelo David
Melanie Bonhage
Monica Sheehan
Kim Huhn
Cavin Shorter
Katherine Shorter
Charles Shorter
Theresa Berman
Carolyn Ritten
Maureen Delaney
Mark Guarino
Julia Cummings
Vicki Reitenauer
David Whalen
Jill Foster
Mary Wepprecht
Jeanette Yaming
Brenda Derry
David and Kathleen Delsman
Katherine Juliano
Elaine Zuker
Anne Bonelli
Molly Kufeldt
Lynne O’Keefe
Stephanie Greco
Lee Galuska
Sisters of St. Joseph
Brooke Silvas
Richard L Wood
Eileen Benedict
Alma Lieras
Andrea Bailey
Joseph Reznikov
Hannah Baldoz
Amy Messieha
Deborah Haracz
Peter Jordan
Cecile Aguilar
Michaela Moriarty
Linda Wagner
David Cronin
Amy Duffy
Kaitlyn Hatcher
Susanne LaChance
Madison McLellan
Kayla Murphy
William Barimo
Maggie Hannick
Nico Folan
Lori Atteridge
Bob and Sarah MacKinnon
Franny Hess
Kaela Ward
Jose Rivera
Rosa Gibson
Michael Cardiges
Tommi Poe
Colleen Garvey
Jermaine Phua
Amy Kaiser
Stas Postowski
Celeste Corza
Lisa and Eric Gravel
Darcie Fisher
Christopher Lawton
Elaine Gomez
Kelsey Dassance
Kelly Hawkins
Donna Lee Olson
Lauren Fabiszak
Erica Gysbers
Dan O’Reilly
Kaitlin McCarthy
Thomas Engels
Gigi Steffan
Jennifer Ustynoski
Bob and Gail Knight
Michelle Thomas
Mary and Brooke Frederick
Rita Gardner
Margaret Frame
Joseph Raser
Gina Angileri-Lange
Karina LaBarbera
Isabella Tornabene
Dustin Bright
Sofia Campos
Lauri Delacaz
Hopey Fink
Sally Ingram
Melissa Canham-Clyne
Orquidia Espinosa
Wesam Al-Sarori
Michele Coletta
Debra Sorkin
Monica Murphy
Leo Garonisi
Kelly Short
Anissa Rose
Greg Immethun
Kathryn Hunt
Terry Silberman
Paul Huribit
James Gilsean
Stephanie Ragland
Claire Landers
Darcie Williams
Sophia Thuente
Nicole Scarola
Margaret Whalen
Gillian Compo
Elizabeth Casavant
Laura Lacina
Rachel Harding
Frank Tassone
Holly Sloop
Kathy Bergstrom
Luca Romeo
Lisa Black
Jennifer Selzer
John Santner
Jessica Valdez
Adam and Beth Jeffries
Kim Zarsadies
Frances Burke
Sue Phelps
Karissa Skibinski
Erin Dukes
Andrew Sweeso
Marie McCarthy
Gwen Cataldo
Jayne Bannish
James Stauch
Kristen Van Ginhoven
Claire Callahan
Emily Petrillo
Cam Swan
Kaelin O’Connell
Abbey O’Connell
Sarah Murphy
Rachel Sims
Sandi Anderson
Brendan McGovern
Cyni Tejeda
Megan Michelotti
Cheryl O’Rianga
Scott Bagley
Anna Gianantonio
Katie Cavazzini
Heather Sayers
JoAnn Caruso
Emma Tennyson-Hickey
Estelle Skolomowski
Penny Henrikson
Justin Wheeler
Emma King
Mary and Michael Rousseve
Jimmy Fiudo
Ryan Snedeker
Sumukha Terakanambi
Brett Calland
Natalie Schur
Julie Brooks
Bob Lassale-Klein
Vince DiFrancesco
Theresa Clark
Jenna Bruenger
Ken Damhorst
Lisa Crandall
Sarah Ritten
Cam Rosen
Eileen Rahils
Kate Galise
Quinn Butler
Gigi Meyer
Brenda ODonnell
Katelyn Schumacher
MJ Gagan
Terry Zuziker
Sarah Lagan
Noreen Shanahan
Crisel Divinaagraca
Bradley Hack
Carol Byrne
Susan Wilson
Kurtis Davies
James Wipper
Daniel Cantrick
Darcy and Jeff Vercellino
Margaret LaRose
Kascha Sanor

Paul Freeman and
Mary Pimmel-Freeman
Kristin and Nathan Engel
Lee and Jorge Mestre
Radomir Avila
Abby Davitt
Caitlin Wright
Courtney Child
Giancarlo Ponticello
Daisy Santana
Daniel and Katherine McDonough
John and Eunice Young
Courtney Esteses
David Roberts
William Guarni
Katie Meyer
Lindsey Anderson
John DiSessa
Richard Mehl
Rachel Cohen
Kiara Paulpilai
David Rivera Zepeđa
Britainy Schmid
Britany Cole
Debra Federico
Nancy Horn
Emily Winn
Bea Randolph
Anabela Xavier
Jack Miklo
Maria Zepeda
Caroline Thornbury
Sydney Grosskopf
Val Rojo
Lidia Powell
John Lane
Alexa Breen Fleury
Bridget Harrington
Kaitlyn McCarthy
Jim Dippold
Christina Luby
Patti Silverman
Alison O’Neil
Isabella Meisel
Evan Fitchett
Mari Caceres
Jack Manzolillo
Olivia Galvez
Matt Holliday
Susan Quaintance
Cole Farnham
Nathan Wiggins
Kathleen King
Rachel Church
Theo Thomann
Paulina Powerza
Miranda Herrera
Dorothy Merola
Joseph Goeddel
Olivia Doherty
Monica Fafaul
Kathryn Aiken
Julia DeMarkey
Claire Ford
Melissa Lepore
Ryan Sugre
Mary Ann DeCusatis
Julia Arnese
Eila Smitwick
Karen Gappa
Stacy Gappa
Denise Kaucky
Brigid Duffy
Terri Pileggi
Hannah Baker
Gracie Regala
Elliot Edeburn
Caitlin Phillips
Emily Mayernik
Radhika Patel
Amber Wagner
Cari Wilbur
Sarah Smith
Kiana Rodriguez
Mona and Tony DaCosta
Sean Freeman
Madelyn Schur
Thomas Curran
Alexis Wilsotsky
Maria Saleis
Jennifer Merritt
Mary Roeder
Julia Dolejsi
James and Betty Williams
Lucas Sharma
Michelle Pennini
Julianne and Michael Lavelle
Julie Connelly
Erin Sau
Kerrin McKenney
Cecilia Strauch
Maggie James
Michaila Cznak
Carol and Edward Browning
Michael and Kathleen Cepetelli
Sheri Cheng
Erika Schlangenhauf
Kayann McNamara
Rachel Duska
Jace Shuler
Adele Gruner
Tessa Rubinstein
Catherine Tresslar
Ally Ramona
Carolyn Fenerty
Kaitlin Colby
Maria Fitzsimmons
Eleanor Fulghum
Hannah Karlson
Jackie Gould
Bella DaCosta
Annie Ritten
Regan and Paul Page
Angelique Bradford†
Bridget Whelpley
Meghan Brookes†
David Orem†
Marion and Mary Reis
Frances Mattera
William Wachob
Sean Munley
Clare Orie
Melanie Johnson
Claire Wilson
Marygrace Pier
Emilie Hasselmann
Martin McNulty
Kate Lietz
Lauren Denk
Amy Farrell
Blake Mazzaferrro
Bella Long
David Green
Emma Nelson
Anna Krzyzewski
Niamh Fitzpatrick
Lincoln-Sudbury Regional School
Sara Diaz
Riley Curtin
Emma Reed
Ayoung Jo
Andrew Crane
Ella Voss
Emily Clemens
Julia Scalfaro
Benjamin Meisenzahl
Caroline Ahearn
Lizzie Webb
Greg McKenna
Kaitlyn Patterson
Isabel Doonan
Jacob Hexamer
Molly Gallivan
Olivia Christmann
Shirley and Stanley Matlick
Susan Rabideau
Sofia Lesmes
Layo Ojo
Colleen Lagan
Bernadette Selzer
Patricia Selzer
Sam Black
Emily Wentzel
Zander Haddad
Bridgette Berry
Holly Sullivan
Andrea Lemmie
Tanya Bulkovshiteyn
Nick Yochum
Tara Burns
Carissa Stoudt
Candice Giordano
Evan Esposito
Nora Lewis
Elyse Lewandowski
Kristin Van Anden
Lauren Elliott†
Zack Oates
Emily McKenna
Jessica Jaro
Elena Benassi
Ryan Castillo
Carolyn Straub
Stephen McHenry
Kate Fran
Kaitlyn Tracey
Hieu Truong
Madeline McGuire
Amy Marzolf
† Former Jesuit Volunteer